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• OUR COSMIC THANKSGIVING •

H, Mighty Glorious Cosmic Light
From out the Central Sun,
Our “I AM PRESENCE” very Breath,
The Heart of everyone—

We thank Thee for Thy Mighty Self,
Thy Life, Thy Light, Thy All!
Accept our Love and gratitude,
Thyself in every call,
Which now we send unto Thy Heart
In praise no tongue can tell,
Oh, Mighty Source of all that is,
In Vict’ry now we dwell!

We give Thee all our hearts in song,
Their Light mankind shall see!
Expand It now with Cosmic Power
For only Light sets FREE!
Thy Love “I AM” and “I AM” too
Is ALL Life can bestow;
Thou art the Giver and the Gift,
The giving each may know!
We now give back to Thee, “I AM,”
ALL—ALL in Love’s Release!
Thou art the ONLY PRESENCE too,
The Realm and Heart of Peace!

Thy Cosmic Flame now lights the world,
“I AM” Its Power to raise,
To purify, to bless, set FREE,
For It we now give praise!
We pour our Love, thanksgiving too,
The Light from out each Heart
And as It spreads throughout the earth,
Illumines every part!
Oh, Mighty Cosmic Light in all,
Thy Splendor NOW—“I AM”!
DESCEND! THOU LEGIONS OF BLUE FLAME!
FULFILL my Heart’s Command.

—Chanera
GENTLEMEN! Minute Men of America! I greet you in the Name, Power and Freedom of Life! In all you have witnessed recently, in all the achievements from the Inner Octave of Light, which you do not yet see manifested or perhaps will not quite understand, let Me give you just a little idea as to the extent of the Expansion of this Light.

First, I want to remind you that here in this very room at the Musical when the Messengers were here before—right where I am standing now, the Goddess of Light stood and through Her Great Power opened the Doorway to the Ascended Masters' Octave of Light to bring into action a more powerful Force of Light for the Freedom of the "I AM" students of America. That is no figment of anyone's imagination. It was mighty Real! It still is and will remain so, until the people of America are free!

Gentlemen, I congratulate you on Life having so planned it that you meet in this room to-day. All brought into this room at that time was for the Blessing of every one who has ever entered or ever shall enter it. Many have not understood, have not appreciated, the half of the Reality which It was, but such is their misfortune.

Gentlemen, to-day in all I release to you to take command in your feeling world, please feel that
It is Real; that I am Real! One day, you will see quite well enough that “I AM REAL,” when I choose to come forth in My Tangible Body and talk to you as the Messenger is talking to you now. Then you will see—but be patient until that time! The Wisdom of the Great Ones knows what is best for mankind in spite of any human opinions to the contrary; but it takes time, as you have known it, for mankind to become re-adjusted to these conditions. Through this Knowledge I have brought forth, which is the unadulterated Truth of Life, human opinions of the past have almost been turned up-side-down; but that should not be disturbing since in many of your conditions in the outer world, you suddenly want a change for you tear down your buildings and replace them with the perfection or change which you have determined was better. So when I bring you this Magnificent Understanding and Application of Life, WHICH IS FREEDOM, if It tears down the old structure and replaces it by a new one—more Perfect and Beautiful—it should not be distressing, should it?

I want you to see how very practical I am, for in all these centuries of My Activity, I have dealt constantly with the governments of the world but unfortunately few would listen. In America, for the first time, I have found this great, great response.

Since I asked the Messengers to go forth and carry This Light, Its Expansion has been unprecedented in the world. It means that when mankind reaches a certain point in the Expansion of that Light, It will be just exactly like when you pull the gate up in a dam of water and let Its power rush through. That is why the Goddess of Light opened the Doorway into the Ascended Masters’
Octave of Light—to give Her added Assistance to that which I have brought forth, and to which all are giving unlimited Assistance at this time.

Now gentlemen, this applies to every detail of your health, your operation in the human world, or anywhere else that you decide to direct your attention. I want you to try and realize to-day in the Power of this Radiation—that your attention determines what you are going to do, what you are going to be and where you are going. When you understand that your attention is the Power of Life in action carrying your Stream of Life and Energy into the objective, then you must know that your attention is the Power by which you determine the Victory or failure of Life.

Of course from Our standpoint there is no such thing as failure in Life. It is but a retarding process which goes on among mankind constantly, ofttimes by their unwillingness to give obedience to Life and their unwillingness to maintain the Self-control which is necessary in various activities; but whatever or wherever your attention is fixed there your Life is flowing. You cannot prevent it. Since I brought forth This Understanding to show mankind that they alone are responsible for the lack of control of their attention, bringing conditions into their worlds by lack of control that they did not dream could be and since they are the Out-picturing of it to-day in the distress and limitations which exist, then may I have the privilege of showing you how all that CAN BE reversed? I say “can be” and there is not the slightest question in the world about it!

I cannot quite understand how the people, the student body of America, do not realize this when they have seen the Almighty Victory of the Mes-
sengers, knowing that they had neither money nor influence when I asked them to carry This Light. Yet the world observes the achievement to-day. (Applause—audience rising)

Since every one wants to understand, wants to have a means by which he can produce definite action, then is there any reason for doubting this magnificent Truth? This is the first time in the history of the earth that there has come forth the Ascended Masters’ Clear Unadulterated Understanding and Application of the Power of your own Life by which you can have mathematical, definite action. Depending entirely upon your determination and your firmness, in standing by the application which you make, will you have quick or seeming delayed answer to all that you require. Life in Itself is so Perfect, so Powerful and Magnificent. If left alone and kept free from human qualification, It would naturally produce a Perfect Body, maintain it in Perfect Health and the Radiation from your human form would go out into your world, harmonize and make everything successful wherever you move.

I ask you to observe because it is so out-standing, it covers such a vast scope. From the very first time the Messengers went to Los Angeles, the most drastic attempts were made to prevent their going into action there; but when they called the “I AM Presence” into action and took the human mind off the condition, everything came into order and they went from one place to another, until they arrived in the Shrine Auditorium large enough to hold the people.

I call your attention from time to time, gentlemen, to this that you may see there is no obstruction in the Universe to your determined application. When you call the Power of the Pres-
ence into action, that Light is All-Powerful! It is Love, Wisdom and Power, a Substance and Intelligence that goes forth into action and by Its Almighty Power, harmonizes and dissolves human discord and lets the Power of Life in Its Almighty Perfection and Authority take command of your affairs and bring Divine Order, Supply and Success out of it.

That is why if mankind once really see this and find that it only requires their staunch firm determination held unwavering in the call to Life to accomplish the Victory, they will apply This Understanding. There is not one person among the "I AM" Students in America who would not go forward to success in whatever such an one desired to fix his or her attention upon. Success, gentlemen, is only a fragmentary part of all the Activity Life wants you to have. Of course, since certain conditions exist in the outer world to-day in the physical octave, you must have certain things here to be happy and comfortable and have a certain Freedom of action; but my dear ones, that is only a small part. What every one of your hearts really wants is the Goal of Life.

The culmination of all the ages and embodiments in which you have lived is at hand, I assure you. We alone know that, but I say to you: Because of the Power of theIncoming Cosmic Light, great numbers of mankind have got to finish in this embodiment. Does that sound rather authoritative? Gentlemen, I know exactly what I am talking about. I am talking about your Life and It is the Authority!

The Life Stream of thousands and thousands and thousands in America has said: "Now that part of you in the human garment which I have provided for you, shall finish in this embodi-
ment.” (Applause—audience rising) Thank you kindly, gentlemen. Will you remain standing for just a few moments while My Currents of Energy flow through you?

I know when mankind has not been accustomed to these things, they do not quite feel the Reality. I know you do not see the Streams of Energy acting, but please, kindly and joyfully accept that which I offer, for It is the most Real Thing in the world! As the Messengers have told you, all the Real things in the world are invisible to the physical sight of the average individual. When I tell you, I am pouring Currents of Energy into your feeling world to anchor a firm Action and Power and Presence of Life, amplifying your own Stream of Life and Energy which will make you the Dominion, the Commander of yourself and your world, I mean just that! I would not take your time nor Mine to talk childish nonsense. You are grown up, gentlemen, and have come to the point of maturity and decision. You are no longer children, not even in the Light. Do you realize just what that means, when I say you are no longer Children in the Light? It means that the Light in your heart has expanded to the point where It can begin to take command of your human form and release the Power of Radiation which goes forth from your human forms. It means everything in the world.

Now then, let us get just as practical as possible. In your homes through your steam and hot water heat, you have warmth in your home in the radiation from your radiator, do you not? That is a natural, a joyfully accepted thing on a cold day. The Radiation from Us is far more powerful and far more important than the heat from your radiator on a cold day. That would be tem-
porary and bless you only while your furnace was in operation. We are the Eternal Furnace of Life! Our Heat never goes down, because It is the Fire of Life!

Now, I shall convey to you exactly what I have done. My Current of Energy is to establish in your feeling world that Fire of Life which will give you Courage, Strength and Dauntlessness in your call to the Power of Life to release Its Dominion into action, to take command of your world of action and enable you to call forth Its Dominion into the industrial world, into the business world, into your government and cities; to take command and sweep out all destructive things which are there!

I tell you, gentlemen, with the number of you here representing the business world, if all of you were from Chicago and could meet in a body and send forth these Decrees, it would govern and conquer every condition in the City. Why? Because you represent the masculine element. Now then think of the advantage. Just a few steps from you are the Daughters of Light, the feeling activity of mankind; for the feminine element does represent the feeling activity of the world. Really, that is the Powerhouse, and when you understand how to release your feeling with its natural positive element into the world of action, you will find everything changing with a speed and power that would to-day seem incredible to you. It is only as you try out this Great Law and prove it IN ACTION, will you see Its magnificent Power and have the Freedom which It brings to you.

All these activities are your own Life and It is as practical as anything in the mechanical world and as definite. When you start to put up a build-
ing, you put up your forms then gather the rest of the substance around them, do you not? The day you understand that it is within your province, authority and Power to make a MENTAL PICTURE of the Perfection you want—the achievement you want, and hold it as definitely before you as a blue print, you will be able to use one of the Trinities of Action of Life, which mankind has used but little, except in the unguarded state. When looking upon the discord and limitations of the outer world, you really in-picture the discord into your world and then out-picture the same thing again. To avoid that, you must take your attention off the appearance world with its discord, distress and limitations, and put it back on the “I AM Presence”—the only place where the Perfection of Life is. Then you will out-picture the Perfection which is here (pointing to the heart)—which is of your heart.

Gentlemen, I ask you to consider this Chart as important to your business world as it is to your Goal of Life; for when you understand that these Powers represented here are yours, you will know this Power is the only means to-day by which the commercial world may find peace, anchorage to constructive activity and fulfillment. You cannot go much further in the conditions that now exist and survive.

New York, Washington, D. C., Philadelphia, Chicago are the points that need the greatest change to-day. I ask you to observe how at various intervals in Philadelphia, the Cradle of Liberty and Freedom to the world, there have been attempts made to intrude conditions to bring dishonor upon that greatest thing in the Universe—Liberty; but you see each time they fail! The communists attempted to drive their destruc-
tive forces in there to bring discredit upon the
most honorable thing in America, the Cradle of
Its Liberty.

I tell you, gentlemen, make your call and clean
out of your world, out of your business activity,
every human being who is not a hundred percent,
a thousand percent, loyal to the United States of
America! That frightful thing has come within
one of wrecking your Nation just like it has those
of Europe.

Do you think it was the figment of anybody's
imagination when the Kaiser of Germany was at
the height of his dominion, that the report was
in your papers of how he had prepared a throne
for America? Do you think that was imagina-
tion or newspaper talk? That was true gentle-
men and that same force has hold of Hitler to-
day! Make no mistake about it! The same force
has hold of Mussolini and Stalin, only with Stalin
it is a wholly different thing. He does not think
so much of the conquest of America; but he has
become wholly a fiend of destruction. He thinks
of scarcely anything else in his suspicion, but to
destroy those of whom he is afraid and whom he
thinks might take his place. He has murdered
thousands and thousands of magnificent men in
Russia, because of that fiendish suspicion and
dread for his own safety.

To think that a nation will allow a fiend like
that to survive seems incredible, but that is the
power of fear over people. Thank God, the
"Mighty I AM Presence," that the American peo-
ple—while a lot of them have great fear of one
thing or another—when it comes to a show-down
that fear disappears and the power, the strength
and energy does come forth. (Applause—audi-
ence rising)
I tell you, gentlemen, that a dictator will never arise in this America, (applause) or come here from anywhere else! (Applause) I am going to say something that I have never said, because it did not seem the time before, but to-day it does seem the time. I have been recently given certain Cosmic Authority in and over America (applause) by the Powers of Light. Do you understand that your Goddess of Liberty, Who is a Mighty Real Cosmic Being, is really the Cosmic Mother of America? Do you quite understand that? If not, please anchor it firmly in your consciousness today because of the things which are to follow.

Steadily and surely these destructive forces are being wiped out of your nation and I congratulate our beloved brother here (Mr. Potter). Today, steadily and surely the destructive forces are being wiped out of Chicago (applause) and much has within a few days been taken out which will make the future much more certain and easier of attainment.

I say to you, gentlemen, stand steadfast and firm. If you do, you will not find it necessary to take up physical battle for anything; but unless you do understand this, your young men of America will have to defend your country by force.

You remember that magnificent Truth which the Goddess of Liberty gave you in Her Vision to Washington. You remember that in Her Vision there was the indication that these destructive forces might find certain action here. Seeing and knowing this and that it was possible to reach so many people in America, I conceived the idea that it could be wholly avoided; and WITH THE CONTINUED EXPANSION OF THIS LIGHT, I am as sure as I am speaking to you this morn-
ing, that it can be avoided—that the necessity for physical force will not reach such a point.

This is the important point: "In official places, in your government, in your city, in the officials who seem to be manifesting the wrong activity, please take your feelings off those individuals—I mean your feeling of discord. Call the Power of Light into action with dynamic determination to either correct their wrong activity or take them out and replace them by Ascended Master Friends! Please use that term! Have all official activity replaced with Ascended Master Friends; because you do not know what that Quality sent forth into the feeling world will do. It will take command and enfold individuals just as if you put your arms around them, by the Power of Light, and hold those individuals in the Ascended Masters' Radiation and Activity which will give them the strength to stand against the conditions they find in those official places."

Do you understand, gentlemen, that there are thousands of the officials in America to-day who have gone into those positions with a magnificent intent; but the gangsters or the conditions of destructive forces in America find some means to get at them and throw fear into them, until they finally succumb and do the will of such individuals? That is why I ask you to charge into individuals who are placed in office or who replace individuals in official positions, to be the Ascended Master Friends raised up everywhere; because that Powerful Qualification going forth, will enable those individuals to be enfolded in the Presence, the Substance, the Intelligence and the Energy, which is the qualification of the Ascended Masters and that is a fearless powerful activity.
Would there be anything in the world that We feared? I hope it will not be necessary, gentlemen, but if it is, you will find Me standing forth in your midst in the Tangible Body, as Tangible as your own; and if it should ever come to a point where physical force is necessary, I WILL STAND THE LEADER OF YOUR ARMY. (Applause—rising) and no bullets will touch me or My generals! (Applause) That is how much I love you and the people of America! That is how My Determination stands to-day. So This “I AM” Activity shall go forward to Freedom in America. I would like to see any of your cannons or Gatling guns mow down My Form! Such things don’t exist for me, but I can surround an army with an Invincibility which cannons, Gatling guns and bombs cannot touch. (Applause)

If the Minute Men of America and the student body will stand, understanding My Reality, then is there anything that I would not do for your assistance, even to coming forth in the Tangible Body and taking command? I want you to understand that, gentlemen!

There are a few people who still doubt My Reality, and still think it is the Messenger who is voicing these Words; or that he is the one who has given these Dictations. Great God! there is not a human being living on the face of this earth who could give forth the Dictations that have been given which this Messenger has voiced! There is not a human being in existence who could do it. There have been given enough to fill a hundred volumes within a year—as if any human being could do that. Such an idea is abject nonsense!

So gentlemen, I am trying to anchor you firmly to-day in the Truth of My Reality and to the
degree that you understand and feel It, will I be able to give you the Assistance which is required. It is the people of America who need Me! I could go on in the Octave of Light and leave the people of America to the mercy of these fiendish forces, but since I have gone thus far, is it not right for the people of America to arise and believe in My Reality? HAVE I EVER GIVEN THEM ANYTHING BUT CONSTRUCTIVE, BEAUTIFUL, MAGNIFICENT THINGS?

Gentlemen, when somebody says to you that I am not Real, ask such an one that question. Then if they say I am not, punch them in the nose. (Applause) Do you know, gentlemen, I mean that! (Applause) If individuals are so ignorant or so vicious—which are the two opposites, and can only understand force, then they ought to be supplied.

Let me tell you something: I am not advocating fighting, but I am advocating a Power of positiveness that if somebody comes to you and says that This Work is not Real, tell them to shut their mouths, until they have investigated to see the Truth which is here! These people who are so vicious know not one thing about This Work! How can anybody know anything about It who has not read these books thoroughly or attended these magnificent classes of the Messengers? They cannot do it. Then to say something is wrong without sufficient investigation is a falsehood of the rankest kind and should not be tolerated by any human being! After the evidence which has been given to the whole world of this Magnificent Work, Its Expansion and the Healings of thousands—and thousands of the people set free, if mankind cannot see that, then they are blind indeed.
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That is why I say to you, gentlemen, you have got to be firm! I am pleading for your Life—and remember, students of America, you are not serving these Messengers, you are not serving Me, you are serving your own Life for your Eternal Freedom; and don’t let that get out of your head.

(Applause) Sometimes now and then a student has thought, if he or she has not said it—but many times have said so: “Why don’t the Messengers watch over me? Why don’t they prompt Me?” Great Scott! You have an “I AM Presence.” You have got to call to It, until It does give you the Prompting. That is what counts. Look at these humble Messengers. If you knew the dynamic application they have made to hold their defense and the Expansion of This Light, then you would understand what it means, to stand in your own application and win the Victory.

Did I give them money, or pour money by the millions into their hands when I asked them to go forth? No! Because I saw the need of their own application for their Freedom; and praise Presence of Life, they understood it themselves! I could have supplied them and could to-day, with the limitless supply of money which they require for anything; but Freedom depends upon what you give; and if you are not in a position to give money, then you can give your Love, your call to Life, to carry on This Ascended Master “I AM” Activity. That is the position of every “I AM” student in America. I tell you, dear people, the whole world wonders how the expansion of the student body has occurred in Los Angeles with the number of people there. It is because those people were willing to give and go without themselves for the Expansion of This Light; and they have been responsible for the carrying of this.
Work to many places in America which would not have been given it otherwise, without their assistance. (Applause)

The people of America have got to finance and support this Work if they want to have it. We are giving everything in the world to intensify and bring about their Freedom; and if they are not interested enough to release the finance, they will be the losers. Think what this Work means to all! In your Groups of Minute Men of America and in the Study Groups, stand them on their feet and decree for the supply to carry on your Work and the Work of the Messengers and your Decrees will produce it. That is the point. I want you to see this definitely to-day, because it is such a magnificent attitude to Life. It does not mean you have got to give money, if you have not got it at the moment, but notice this: I mention this point to give you an illustration.

There have been students all over the country who temporarily did not apparently have the money to buy books and in many instances where that blessed boy, Frank, said to those people: "Why don't you decree for those books?" either the money or the books came into their use, and every single time where they were willing to do that, the books were within their hands in a few hours.

If you understand your call to Life will produce the thing you require, then you will understand that there is not one thing you cannot have, even if it is not apparent at the moment. It is just the same with money or with a suit of clothes you require; with an automobile, with a certain amount of money you require to conduct your business, it is one and the same thing. It is energy qualified, which takes on the substance you require.
For instance, suppose you call to your Presence for an automobile. The Energy and Intelligence would go forth from your Stream of Life in your call, to take command and bring into use the automobile you so decreed, or the make which you choose; because you are the decreer. If you chose a Buick, Life would not bring you a Chrysler. If you chose a Chrysler, It would not bring you a Buick. That is the discriminating Power of Life, dear people.

If you call for a certain amount of cash money in hand for a certain objective and use, It won’t bring you a load of straw. Do you not see how Magnificent is the Activity of Life? I want you to see it. I think you are, and I am eternally grateful that you are getting this to-day with a magnificent Power.

Remember, I am one with you! I know what it means to go through the experiences of human life, but I fortunately gained my Freedom in time to come to your assistance. (Applause)

Gentlemen, did you observe what was said last night? I am sorry you did not quite get it; but your beloved Lotus gave you a tremendous pointer last night. Pardon Me for jumping around considerably, but there are certain points, I want to cover with you to-day.

Do you understand why the Kaiser of Germany and why Hitler are in this condition to-day? You will remember, she told you last night about the last black magician who was seized and taken from the earth and who had been anchored in the Black Forest of Germany. I am repeating this because you did not get the fulness of it. I want you to. I want you to see how these forces find, or did find means of anchorage for the destruction of mankind and how they seized
upon individuals and spread that poisonous breath throughout the world.

Here is a point that has never been given, but I want you to have it to-day. An associate of that powerful black magician, who was anchored in the Black Forest, was also anchored in Siberia. You wondered why so many magnificent men were sent to Siberia, even in the time of the Czar. Yet, my dear people, it was not a fragment of what has been done since. Those two black magicians were the most powerful in connection with the forces of earth and had anchored within the earth that which held them firm, but now they are no more! (Applause) Therefore, all that now remains is the energy which they had charged forth and their influence which is fast dissolving and disappearing. You will find that those Dictators, all three of them in Europe, will suddenly collapse like a balloon. I ask you to watch and observe! I have never told you an untruth through these Messengers from the beginning; and if people will observe, they will find the things I have indicated have come forth to the letter. I am not a prophet, but I know what is going on in the world! I go in the world wherever I choose, to find and get My Information and I have the record absolutely the same as you keep your books to-day. If you don’t think We are practical, then come up and see! (Applause—audience rising)

I say frankly to you, you are thrilling to Me to-day, for I see what is coming forth from you, and I tell you gentlemen, if you continue to build that, there won’t be a single thing which would stand between you and the glorious victory of everything constructive upon which you fixed your attention.
Please understand, that you as one individual standing alone with your “I AM Presence” CAN call forth a Power of Light which will lift you into any constructive condition in the world! I can take any one of you or all of you; take you individually and give you certain directions and if you would follow them, I can raise you inside of two years into anything you would determine to reach: (Applause) but it could not be done if you doubt My Reality, if you doubt my Ability, if you doubt My Wisdom!

Doubt is a very destructive force. It is not quite the word to use, but yet it does lead to that. Let us use another expression—doubt is the most stifling force in all the qualities mankind generate because it shuts the door tight to the Beauty and Perfection which could come forth through them and to them. That is why I say, the day has arrived when the people who doubt My Reality will have failed on the Pathway of Light! It is worth taking notice of. I cannot help it but that very attitude of doubt makes it impossible for Me to do that which It is My Province to do and which no one else can do.

Will you observe for a moment that I just happen to be placed as Authority over the Seventh Ray, the Violet Ray to this earth? Therefore, It has made Me certain Authority and it has recently made Me certain Cosmic Authority to the government of America! If the people are going to believe I am not Real, then that is why they will have failed on the Pathway of Light! I cannot help it. It is not My fault, but since I have given Every Constructive Thing and not one thing that is destructive—not one thing that is not helpful; then if people doubt Me, it is because their own accumulation has made them do it.
That is why I want to anchor you, if possible, to-day in the firmness of My Reality, so it enables Me to do for you and through you what is needed to be done. Just think of it, I have in no wise intruded upon anyone in America; but their Life Streams through the Higher Mental Body of each one, have made the call to Me and that is how and why you are here. That is how you are Minute Men to-day. Your Life within you made you so, not just an outer desire. Of course, it causes the outer desire to arise but without your Inner determination to hold and maintain that, still it might not be.

Therefore, in Our Relationship remember, in that which I stand for to you in America—the Messenger is going to get a great surprise right now—I stand to you in the same Cosmic position as the Goddess of Liberty. I stand to you the Cosmic Father of America. (Applause)

Gentlemen, I am telling you something just a little before hand. I wish to anchor this other information just now: the Goddess of Justice, Who with the Goddess of Purity was so long, long within the Heart of the Great Silence, has come forth since the beginning of this class and this time She is not blind-folded! (Applause) This time She does not stand as a blind-folded individual holding the balance but by the Power of Her Commanding Presence, SHE COMMANDS THE BALANCE! That is the difference between a hundred years ago and to-day! Try to remember this point and that the Cosmic Light is compelling these things to come forth! I ask you to watch! Since Her coming forth, you will see Divine Order and Divine Justice take action in the government, in official places, in your industry, IN MANNERS THAT WILL SOMETIMES ASTOUND YOU! (Applause)
Now, retain the High Lights of what I have said to-day. Do not let them get away from you; but remember We, the Great Ascended Masters who have freed Ourselves from human limitations just as you are in position to do to-day, are your Friends. As I have just told you, the Cosmic Light is commanding many in America to-day to gain their Freedom and that is why this Dispensation came forth so you could do it. Then remember, We are your Friends who are Real and True.

Don't get any idea We are a figment of the Messenger's or anybody's else imagination! My dear ones, the people of Europe knew Me for a hundred years; and hundreds of people saw Me and knew Me before My Ascension; but I certainly did not do all the things that I was given credit for. There was an individual who opposed everything I attempted to do. He often made people believe, he was Me, but he is no more! THERE ALWAYS COMES A TIME WHEN DECEPTION AND INTRIGUE STOPS AND THAT IS ONE OF THE VERY VITAL THINGS TO THE PEOPLE OF THE EARTH THAT HAS STOPPED, BUT I SHALL GO ON FOREVER! (Applause)

My Light shall go on forever! So, I thank you for your Presence here to-day. I thank you for the acceptance which is within the Light of your hearts and your feeling worlds and I know that you are anchored in the Presence of Life and My Reality, as you never have been before. (Applause) This is necessary! It is imperative! if I am going on to give you and America the Service which is needed. We are reaching a crucial point and I think as conditions seem to be at this time, it largely depends on the period between now and
the close of the Shrine Class in Los Angeles on the Messengers' return there.

If I can have all place confidence in Me and My Reality, I could almost assure you by their return and the close of that class, the Freedom of America would be secured; but I have got to have the confidence of the people in My Reality in order to do it! We have things in order from the invisible standpoint, certain things within Our Governing Control which makes Me feel quite assured of even more than I care to say to you.

Therefore, gentlemen, in your individual contemplation, in your individual application, take your stand over your human intellect or anyone's else for My Reality and stand by it! Then as you pour forth your Radiance to others, you will convey that Truth and feeling to them. Do you know what one can do? One could come into this auditorium, even to you who are anchored today, and continue to pour out doubt and unbelief of My Reality and there would be only a few of the people in the audience who would not get that doubt. If it was continued long enough, it might take full action in their Life.

That is the Power of Radiation which mankind do not understand. That is why I say to you today, if you want America to be free and you want your individual Freedom; if you want your individual supply and peace which can be for America and the health, happiness and prosperity you desire, We are the people Who have got to assist you to it. (Applause)

This might sound peculiar to you, but I ask you to watch it and see! Every person who ceases to love or respect these Messengers will have failed. Why, gentlemen? Because they are the representatives of the Light to this earth (Applause)
and doubt of them or their sincerity, doubts the Light which is the Freedom of every human being on this earth! That is why the Light within the Great Student Body pours forth such ovations, such gratitude, such Love to these two of the most sincere individuals who ever walked in human form! (Applause)

Just one more step. When Wisdom so directs, I will show you the physical proof of their service to the Light in several embodiments, which gives them the Power and the Strength to-day to stand against the viciousness of mankind; that is why, gentlemen, I know their Strength, and they have not failed Me in a single instance. Therefore, I trust that not one of you will ever fail Me or will ever fail your America!

I thank you and bless you.

· GEMS OF LIGHT ·

GODDESS OF LIGHT

Every night before you sleep, will you for a few moments stand on your feet and call directly to your Higher Mental Body—to charge your mind and body with Perfect Peace and rest and with Its Limitless Energy and Directing Intelligence? Make this a special activity.

GODDESS OF LIGHT

It requires much patience with some of mankind, but many are very worthy of that patience. Their hearts are good, but their enthusiasm runs away with them. When that gets to a certain point, they do not realize that to hold the Light Pattern uniform is the Greatest Blessing in the world.
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"I AM" the Open Door to the Freedom of mankind which no man can shut!

"I AM" the Open Door to the Freedom of mankind which no man can shut!

"I AM" the Open Door to the Freedom of mankind which no man can shut!

"I AM" the release to mankind of Its Invincible Protection at their call!

"I AM" that Invincible Presence acting at every one's sincere call! Awaken, Oh mankind, to My Presence and have the Glory and Directing Intelligence, the Invincible Protection of My Blazing Light to flood your world! Awaken, Oh mankind!

"I AM" the Resurrection and the Life of all Perfection that has ever been brought forward in Amplification at this time in the Incoming Golden Age!

"I AM" the Resurrection and the Life! "I AM" the awakening of all mankind now! In My Realm of Perfection, there is only NOW, therefore, "I AM" the Governing Power of the earth! I call forth My Action NOW into the earth to touch and quicken the heart of all mankind to the fulness of Its acceptance of Its Source—"I AM"!

"I AM" the Fulness of the Release of the Great Cosmic Light that floods the earth! Last night, Its Great Beginning took place! May all throughout America feel the Glory of that Release to mankind, accept Its Mighty Perfecting Activities
and the charge of Its Qualities into the feeling world of everyone of mankind!

"I AM" the Guarding Intelligence that does answer every sincere call! Glorify thyselfs, Oh children of earth, in My Radiance!

"I AM" the Infinite Power of Light which is Self-luminous Intelligent Substance, whose Mighty Perfecting Activity moves into action dissolving all before It. May every one feel the Glory of My Light, the "Mighty I AM Presence" flood each one's body and world this instant, sweeping out all else forever and releasing the Fulness of Its Mighty Powers into action!

Beloved Children of earth, it is action, it is contemplation of My Presence that brings correct action; and in the fulness of My Presence is everything you require for use! Accept It and allow My Presence to flood you and your world with all that is required for your happiness and comfort! Such is My Law! Such is your Law of Life which breathes Life into your being!

"I AM" the Presence of Life in you! Why not let It do Its Mighty Work in and thru you and stop all human action? Let the fulness of My Directing Intelligence, My Wisdom and Power flood in and thru you and do Its Perfecting Work, only requiring the human to be silent and at peace.

So this day, I command all the human to be silent; to hold its attention to My Presence, the "Mighty I AM," that My Powers and dissolving, Purifying, Cleansing Activity shall find Dominion in and thru mankind and the earth!

I have spoken and so shall It be!
I want you to see, if you will, that We are quite normal Beings. We are not limited in any way, but We are still using the Faculties which you are using only in their Great Extended Activity—the Power of your Attention, your Vision and your Feeling. Do you realize, beloved ones, that is all that comprises you? That is all there is to you—your attention, your vision, your qualification or your feeling. Those are the activities of your Individualized Focus of Light. It is so with Us and it operates thru all Octaves of Light. Each one is a special vibratory action.

You know, beloved ones, it does seem positively ridiculous that in mankind's frightful struggle for things, they are so often their own obstruction! Instead of standing calm and steady and letting the Powers of their own Life Force go forth to render the service.

It is quite all right to call for a thing within a definite period, but do not let your human qualification make you feel disappointed, if it does not arrive within the time you have set. There are a good many of the students who have done that, then when it did not arrive, they felt as though their efforts had failed. That is not the case in any sense at all. Dear ones, won't you please do this: do not let your intellect ever again ask "why" in anything. Just go on with your application, knowing the Wisdom of your own Presence of Life is constantly acting.
GODDESS OF LIGHT

When people come to you and ask "why" about a thing, refer them to the "Mighty I AM Presence," and ask them to be reminded that if the energy spent in asking "why" was turned to the "I AM Presence" in full acceptance they would know why; and that the "why" of one Life Stream has nothing to do with the "why" of another. Therefore, to answer one question would mean that you might face about and find twelve more with the same question.

GODDESS OF LIGHT

I have observed at times that the human is so prone to ask "why"—why this and why that? Well, if they were answered it does not alleviate the situation, because in a few moments they will think of some more "whys," but as they are turned back to the "I AM Presence" that will cease. Oh, do not mind, if they are disappointed. So many people think—well if this question were answered I would be all fixed for my achievement. Well, when those are answered many more will appear, until the individual will turn wholly to the "I AM Presence."

GODDESS OF LIGHT

I am sure it is not going to be long, until you will understand clearly and definitely, if you do not already, how very practical We are. There is not one thing about the human octave that We do not understand and that We are not interested in. If it is something to be dissolved, then We are still interested in it. If it is something to expand Perfection, then We are interested in that.
Only state a thing as the Law and make each individual feel his or her own responsibility as to Its enactment. Never advise. Never give any expression that can be misconstrued as giving advice; for in the Great Law, one Life Stream does not know what the other requires.

Please do not give any human being power to disturb, limit or affect you in any way. Just stand in that joyous, calm serenity and know that as you stand within the Glory of your “I AM Presence,” not one person on earth can limit or deprive you of any good thing which belongs to you. If you stand calm, firm, determined and serene, not one thing can you be deprived of.

Remember, whatever supply of money comes into your hands, do not stop your application for your financial supply at any time. Hold what you have gained and keep calling forth for that limitless supply.

Whenever you have the opportunity to talk to someone, preface your remarks and explanation of this Law with the statement that it is the Law of that one’s own Life you are talking about. Therefore, it is not a thing anyone could object to, if he or she wants Freedom and assistance. It is not anything mysterious or unusual. If you will preface your conversation with that, it will immediately take away any feeling that it is something of a mysterious nature.
It is our great privilege and joy to announce the release of a new Song by Godfre Ray King (Mr. G. W. Ballard) —Mighty Victory. Both lyrics and music were written by our Beloved Messenger, Mr. G. W. Ballard, and are charged with tremendous Power of Light and Blessing to all who sing, hear or play it.
“MIGHTY VICTORY” is dedicated in Eternal Love, Gratitude and Blessing to the “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Beloved Cosmic Being, Victory. Mankind must have His Victory of the Cosmic Light as of a Thousand Suns, to hold control of the forces of Life on this earth, if humanity are to survive here and act constructively in the future.

Every time this song is sung, played, heard or the picture contemplated those using it shall receive from this Mighty Cosmic Being Victory His Mighty Light Rays enfolding them, provided they make the call to Him and hold harmony in the feelings. His Light Rays are Substance, Light, Energy and Perfection from His Sphere of Activity. The moment one’s attention is turned to Him, that one is definitely in connection with His Great Perfection, Victory and Power of Life; for His Light Rays carry His Feeling of Victory and the Power of Light over all destructive forces and qualities.

Send your Love, Gratitude and Blessings to Mighty Victory and call for His Out-pouring to be sustained, until all are as Perfect and Victorious as He is.

This song is dedicated to the City of Cleveland where it was first sung, to release a Mighty Out-pouring of Victory’s Mighty Miracles and Victories of Freedom, Divine Justice and Perfection, until Cleveland becomes an Alabaster City of Light as the Ascended Masters have commanded. May the Ascended Masters’ Marvelous “I AM” Temple of Light come forth in that city quickly; within which the Unfed Flame blazes forth the full Cosmic Power of Eternal Victory which raises all who enter there into the Ascension as soon as possible.
GODDESS OF LIGHT

You know when a thing has occurred three times, it becomes quite natural. So if We were to come forth in the Tangible Body three times, you would feel quite as natural with Us as you do with each other, and you would look at Us sometimes and wonder, if that was really a Being of Great Power, because We would seem to be like yourselves.

GODDESS OF LIGHT

Oh, the Great Wisdom of Life! How magnificent, beloved ones, is the Wisdom of your Life—every one of you just waiting Its Release and Dominion of that Great Great Wisdom that is you; and yet for a long time you have shut It out, but soon no more.

GODDESS OF LIGHT

Oh, my dear ones, to think that to-day in the midst of the human seething vortex, there can be the Magnificence and Power of the Light which has been experienced, which has been the Victory, and it is only in the beginning of what can be.

NOTICES

NEW OUTLINES AND LOOSE-LEAF DECREES

It is our privilege and great joy to announce the release of a complete new FUNDAMENTAL GROUP Outline to take the place of the No. 2 Beginner’s Outline.

This new Outline contains seven (7) Lessons which all beginners need to be informed about.
No one entering the Fundamental Group should be allowed to enter the Regular Study Groups until they have attended the full seven (7) Classes, and received a Card from the Group Leader showing they are ready to enter the Study Groups and Large Classes.

**GROUP LEADERS' INSTRUCTIONS**

This Outline contains the Instructions given out in the Classes from time to time regarding conducting of Group Meetings, and will replace the letters previously sent out.

This Instruction is being placed in an Outline similar to Nos. 1 and 2 and will be available to all who wish to be informed about Group Activities. Every Group Leader should study this Instruction and be sure to follow same so Groups will be uniform everywhere.

The above Outlines may be secured from the Saint Germain Press, Inc., P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ills., or the Western Branch—P. O. Box 428, Los Angeles, Calif.

Price each 5c Each Postpaid 8c

**LOOSE-LEAF DECREES**

Another Lot of Loose-leaf Decrees will be released during the coming 4 day Shrine Class. There will be about 50 pages containing the very latest Instruction and are very important at this time. These may be secured from the Saint Germain Press, Inc., Chicago, Ills., or Western Branch, Los Angeles, Calif.

In order to have a uniform price, all loose-leaf decrees and loose-leaf songs have been reduced to $1 \frac{1}{2} c$ per leaf, consisting of two (2) pages. Keep this in mind when ordering. Regular discount to Group Leaders.

Price per leaf—$1 \frac{1}{2} c$ Plus postage
· SPECIAL NOTICE ·

T is our great privilege to announce that all future pressings of Phonograph Records will be made from a new blue transparent flexible material. We have been working on these for some time and feel we now have them perfected to the point where we can offer them to the public.

This blue transparent material carries a special healing quality and vibratory action and we know you will be happy with them.

Because of the increased cost of this special material it will be necessary to increase the cost slightly. Prices are as follows:

All double faced records made from blue transparent material $3.00 each—Shipping charges extra.

The records that we have released made from this new material are those of our Beloved Messenger, Mr. G. W. Ballard, numbers 3300 A & B to 3310 I & JK inclusive. Also the following:

- No. 1203-1247
- 200 A & B
- 202 A & B

No. 500 A & B
- 501 A & B

All RCA Records now on hand made from the regular material will be sold at the prices formerly quoted—$2.50 for double faced records—Shipping charges extra.

Please send all orders for phonograph records direct to the SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC., Los Angeles, Calif., P.O. Box 428, as all shipments will be made from Los Angeles direct, instead of the Chicago Office.
It is our privilege and joy to announce the release of another Series of Records of our Beloved Messenger’s (Mr. G. W. Ballard) Voice—talks given by Him at the Shrine Class 1938, as follows:

No. 3304-A—Invocation and Explanation of the Chart, Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3304-B—Invocation and Explanation of the Chart, Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3304-C—Invocation and Explanation of the Chart, Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3304-D—Invocation and Explanation of the Chart, Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3305-A—This Truth, Love and Harmony, Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3305-B—This Truth, Love and Harmony, Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3306-A—True Understanding of Divine Love, Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3306-B—True Understanding of Divine Love, Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3307-A—Calling the Presence Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3307-B—Calling the Presence Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3308-A—Helping all Mankind Mr. G. W. Ballard

No. 3308-B—Helping all Mankind Mr. G. W. Ballard

Please send all orders for phonograph records direct to the SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC., Los Angeles, Calif. P.O. Box 428.

These Records are all made from the blue transparent material.

Price Each $3.00 Shipping Charges Extra
New Charts

We wish to announce the release of our new Charts, reproduced from the Large Chart used in our Classes.

These Charts are more intense and brilliant in color than the former ones; therefore, more perfect.

They are produced in two sizes as follows:

- 12"x21" medium weight paper .. $1.00
  Postpaid .. $1.20

- 30"x52½" on linen and mounted for hanging ................. Each $12.00
  Shipping Charges Postpaid

The two smaller sizes — 2½" x 5¾" and 5" x 7½" on light paper will be released at a later date.
We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.,

and

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
All back issues may be secured at any time either by single copies at 35c each (40c in Canada and foreign countries) or in attractive bound volumes containing one year's issues priced at $5.45.

Your own copies may be bound to match the Saint Germain Series at $1.25 per year. A matching rod-binder is now available at $1.25. All prices plus shipping.

All subscriptions start with March, 1940, at $3.00 per year in the United States and possessions and $3.50 in foreign countries.

Your change of address must reach this office not later than the 10th of the month in order to assure that month's issue being sent to the new address on the regular mailing date. Your co-operation will be appreciated and our service to you assured.

Thank you!

THE VOICE OF THE I AM
Sizes below can be purchased at the
• SINDELAR STUDIOS •

2600 South Hoover Street Los Angeles, California

Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored $ .50 Tax $.02 Postage $.15
Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7 $ .50 Tax .02 Postage .15
Jesus Satin book-mark $ .35 Tax .01 Postage .05
Saint Germain Satin book-mark $ .35 Tax .01 Postage .05
Jesus Miniature, desk framed $ 1.50 Tax .05 Postage .20
Saint Germain Miniature, framed $ 1.50 Tax .05 Postage .20
Jesus Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 folder $ .40 Tax .01 Postage .05
Saint Germain Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 folder $ .25 Tax .01 Postage .05
Jesus Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 tinted folder $ .40 Tax .01 Postage .05
Saint Germain Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 tinted folder $ .25 Tax .01 Postage .05
Jesus seals $.10 Tax .00 Postage .03
Saint Germain seals $.10 Tax .00 Postage .03
"I AM" Pins $ 1.00 Tax .03 Postage .10
"I AM" Rings $ 12.00 Tax .36 Postage .20
Master Jesus, 12x16, hand colored $ 2.00 Tax .06 Postage .25
Master Saint Germain, 12x16, hand colored $ 2.00 Tax .06 Postage .25
Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16 $ 8.00 Tax .24 Postage .25
Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16 $ 7.00 Tax .21 Postage .25
Jesus' Ascension, 12x16 $ 1.25 Tax .04 Postage .25
Jesus' Ascension, miniature folder $ .25 Tax .01 Postage .05
The Luminous Presence, 12x16 $ 1.25 Tax .04 Postage .25
The Luminous Presence, miniature folder $ .25 Tax .01 Postage .05
Jesus, 15x18, framed $ 5.50 Tax .17 Postage .25
Saint Germain, 15x18, framed $ 5.50 Tax .17 Postage .25
Jesus, 7x9 1/2, framed $ 2.50 Tax .08 Postage .20
Saint Germain, 7x9 1/2, framed $ 2.50 Tax .08 Postage .20
Jesus, 5 1/2 x 7 1/2, framed $ 1.00 Tax .03 Postage .20
Saint Germain, 5 1/2 x 7 1/2, framed $ 1.00 Tax .03 Postage .20
Jesus seal, silver framed, tinted $ .30 Tax .01 Postage .05
Saint Germain seal, silver framed, tinted $ .30 Tax .01 Postage .05
Jesus, 24x32, sepia finish $ 15.00 Tax .45 Postage Ex. col.
Saint Germain, 24x32, sepia finish $ 15.00 Tax .45 Postage Ex. col.
Jesus, 19x24, sepia finish $ 7.50 Tax .23 Postage Ex. col.
Saint Germain, 18x24, sepia finish $ 7.50 Tax .23 Postage Ex. col.
"I AM" Emblems (stickers) $ .15 Tax .01 Postage .05
"The Magic Presence," 30x48 $ 15.00 Tax .45 Postage Incl.
"The Magic Presence," 12x20 $ 1.00 Tax .03 Postage .20

TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I ............ By Godfré Ray King
    Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
    Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II ............ By Godfré Ray King
    Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
    Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III ................................ By the Ascended Master, Saint Germain
    Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
    Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2 ................... By Chanera
    A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
    Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI ................................... By Various Ascended Masters
    Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
    Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,
Volume VII ................................. By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
    Containing twenty-six Discourses, dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
    Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS ......... By Chanera
    Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations.
    Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES AND BINDER
    LOOSE-LEAF BINDER in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint Germain Series. For Special "I AM" Decrees, and Loose-leaf Songs. These Decrees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which hold about 150 leaves (300 pages.)
    Price Binder $1.25 each. Postpaid $1.40
    Decrees and Songs 1½¢ per leaf (2 pages), postage extra.
    Postpaid—according to weight.

CHART OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
    A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and contemplation.
    Size 12 x 21, Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20
    Size 30 x 52 on heavy linen, Price $12.00, Prepaid
    Can also be secured in SCENE-IN-ACTION, size 12 x 21, Price $50.00
    Size 30 x 52, Price $200.00. Both sizes, shipping charges extra.

TRANSLATIONS

BOOKS IN BRAILLE
    "UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes ...................... Price $5.25
    "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes ..................... Price $7.75
    "THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes ..................... Price $6.75
    "ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes ............ Price $7.00
    Plus Mailing Charges
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00 each, Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF THE COSMIC BEING, ORION, better known as "THE OLD MAN OF THE HILLS"
Hand colored steel engraving. Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00. Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF OUR BELOVED MESSENGER, GUY W. BALLARD
Actual photographic reproduction in Goldtone.
Size 8 x 10. Price each $2.50, Postpaid $2.85
Size 11 x 14. Price each $3.50, Postpaid $4.00
Size 15 x 19 1/2. Price each $10.00, Express collect
Size 30 x 40. Price each $25.00, Express collect
Profile
Size 15 x 19. Price each $10.00, Express collect

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES
LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
OH WORLD VICTORIOUS
RAINBOW RAYS
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
ROSE OF LIGHT
SON OF LIGHT
CALL TO LIGHT
THE SILENT SENTINEL
"I AM" COME
NADA OUR LOVE
AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND
GODDESS OF PURITY
MIGHTY VICTORY
A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King. These songs are especially charged with powerful healing and activity, according to the meaning of the lyrics.
Each piece of music has beautiful lithographed cover in color, suitable for framing, each representing that which the music portrays.
Price each $1.00.......................................................... Postpaid $1.15

RADIO BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS

"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with March, 1940.
Price $3.00, Single copy 35 cents
THE SAINT GERMAIN SERIES

VICTROLA AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

1000-A—"I AM" COME...........(Instrumental)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1000-B—Dedication ........................................ Donald Ray King

1001-A—"I AM" COME...........(Trio)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1001-B—Dedication ........................................ Violet Fairchild, Soloist

1002-A—Rainbow Rays.......................(Trio)  Frederick Landwehr, Novachord
1002-B—Dedication ........................................ Donald Ray King

1003-A—SON OF LIGHT....................(Instrumental)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1003-B—CALL TO LIGHT..................... Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

1004-A—RAINBOW RAYS...................(Instrumental)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1004-B—OH WORLD VICTORIOUS............ Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

1005-A—LIGHT OF MY HEART..............(Trio)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1005-B—ROSE OF LIGHT...................... Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

1006-A—LOTUS MY LOVE...................(Trio)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1006-B—VOICE OF THE PRESENCE............ Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

1007-A—SON OF LIGHT.....................(Trio)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1007-B—CALL TO LIGHT..................... Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

1008-A—RAINBOW RAYS....................(Trio)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1008-B—OH WORLD VICTORIOUS............ Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

1009-A—LIGHT OF MY HEART..............(Trio)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1009-B—ROSE OF LIGHT...................... Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

1010-A—LOTUS MY LOVE...................(Trio)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1010-B—VOICE OF THE PRESENCE............ Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

1011-A—SON OF LIGHT.....................(Trio)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1011-B—CALL TO LIGHT..................... Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

1012-A—RAINBOW RAYS....................(Trio)  Lotus Ray King, Harpist
1012-B—OH WORLD VICTORIOUS............ Frederick Landwehr, Novachord
THE SAINT GERMAIN SERIES

505-A—AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND ....................................Minute Men
505-B—SILENT SENTINAL .........................................................Minute Men

3300-A—INVOCATION No. 1 (Shrine Class) .................. Mr. G. W. Ballard
3300-B—INVOCATION No. 2 (Shrine Class) .................. Mr. G. W. Ballard

3301-A—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) ...................... Mrs. G. W. Ballard
3301-B—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) ...................... Mr. G. W. Ballard

3302-A—INVOCATION (Shrine Class) ....................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3302-B—THERE IS NO DEATH (Shrine Class) ......... Mr. G. W. Ballard

3303-A—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ...Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-B—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ...Mr. G. W. Ballard

3303-C—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ...Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-D—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ...Mr. G. W. Ballard

3303-E—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ...Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-F—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ...Mr. G. W. Ballard

(The last three Records comprise one afternoon talk by Mr. G. W. Ballard and should be sold in a set)

3304-A—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart ......Mr. G. W. Ballard
3304-B—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart ......Mr. G. W. Ballard

3304-C—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart ......Mr. G. W. Ballard
3304-D—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart ......Mr. G. W. Ballard

3305-A—THIS TRUTH, LOVE AND HARMONY ....................Mr. G. W. Ballard
3305-B—THIS TRUTH, LOVE AND HARMONY ....................Mr. G. W. Ballard

3306-A—TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF DIVINE LOVE ..........Mr. G. W. Ballard
3306-B—TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF DIVINE LOVE ..........Mr. G. W. Ballard

3307-A—CALLING THE PRESENCE ............................................Mr. G. W. Ballard
3307-B—CALLING THE PRESENCE ............................................Mr. G. W. Ballard

3308-A—HELPING ALL MANKIND ...........................................Mr. G. W. Ballard
3308-B—HELPING ALL MANKIND ...........................................Mr. G. W. Ballard

3309-A—INVOCATION (Shrine Class) ...................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3309-B—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) ...................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
THE SAINT GERMAIN SERIES

3310-A—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July 1938
3310-B—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July 1938
3310-C—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July 1938
3310-D—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July 1938
3310-E—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July 1938
3310-F—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July 1938
3310-G—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July 1938
3310-H—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July 1938
3310-I—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July 1938
3310-J—Adoration to Mighty Victory
3310-K—Benediction by Mr. G. W. Ballard

The above records are suitable for individual contemplation or use in Study Groups.

(All records are now shipped direct from the Saint Germain Press, Inc., P.O. Box 428, Los Angeles, Calif.)

Price each—Blue transparent material (Double faced) $3.00
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